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A. The CRL list 
B. A local Certificate 
C. The SCEP list 
D. The CA public key certificate 
E. The CA private key Certificate 

Answer: A, B, D 

QUESTION: 138 
You are an administrator of a VSYS. In your VSYS you have a virtual router marked 
shareable. You create a zone, place the zone in the shared router and add an interface into 
this zone. What is the sharable status of the interface and why? 

A. The interface is non-sharable. You must mark the zone you created as sharable before 
the interface will be shared 
B. The interface is non-sharable because a zone created within avsys cannot be marked 
sharable. In order for the interface to be sharable it must be placed in the Untrust zone and 
then the interface would inherit from the zone 
C. The interface is non-sharable because the interface must be individually marked as 
sharable 
D. The interface is sharable because interfaces inherit their status from the virtual router 
they are a part of regardless of the status of the zone 
E. The interface is shareable. Interfaces inherit their status from the zone which gets their 
status from the virtual router 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 139 
Which two of the following combinations are NOT valid policy options for a system with 
multiple VSYS? 

A. From within VSYS A: Private VSYS A zone to Shared root zone 
B. From within VSYS B: private VSYS B zone to private VSYS A zone 
C. From within root VSYS: Shared root zone to a Private VSYS A zone 
D. From within root VSYS: Shared root VSYS zone to private root VSYS zone 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 140 

How many queues are available to manage traffic priority on a NetScreen device? 
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A. 8 
B. 4 
C. 32 
D. 64 
E. 16 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 141 
Put the following debug commands in the order it is recommended they be executed. 1. get 
db stream 2. test commands, e.g. ping 3. undebug all 4. debug flow basic 5. clear db 

A. 2,5,4,3,1 
B. 4,5,2,3,1 
C. 4,2,3,5,1 
D. 4,5,2,1,3 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 142 
You notice an unusually high number of emergency, alert and critical events being handled 
inefficiently. You want the NetScreen device to send an email sent to three managers 
anytime a message of this level occurs. What statement best reflects how you can 
accomplish your goals? 

A. You can configure up to five e-mail recipients on theNetScreen device. You can 
achieve your goal. 
B. You can only configure two e-mail recipients on theNetScreen device. If one of the 
names is a distribution list on the e-mail server you can have all people contacted and 
achieve your goal. 
C. You can onlyonly configure two e-mail recipients on the NetScreen device. You cannot 
achieve your goal. 
D. You can only configure a single e-mail recipient on theNetScreen device. You cannot 
achieve your goal. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 143 
You are trying to configure VLANs on your NetScreen device. You cannot find the option 
to add a VLAN tag to the interface. Which two (2) of the following could be the reason? 
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A. You have bound the interface to theuntrust zone 
B. The interface is in transparent mode 
C. You are trying to create the VLAN off of a physical interface 
D. The primary interface is in NAT mode 
E. The primary interface is in route mode 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 144 

Which three (3) VSYS features can only be created by the root administrator?
 

A. VSYS read/write Admin 
B. Policies 
C. Subinterfaces 
D. VPNs 
E. Dedicated Interfaces 
F. Address book entries 

Answer: A, C, E 

QUESTION: 145 
You are the VSYS read-only a dmin for VSYS A and are having a problem with traffic 
delivery. What must you do to activate debug to see how the system is processing your 
traffic? 

A. You have to log in as a read-write VSYS administrator 
B. Run debug from the root CLI prompt 
C. Run debug from the VSYS CLI prompt 
D. You cannot run debug as a read-only administrator at any level 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 146 
Place the following items in the order most closely matches the NetScreen Packet Flow 
process. 1 Policy Lookup 2. Route Lookup 3. Check for MIP/VIP 4. Create Session 5. 
Session Lookup 

A. 5,4,3,2,1 
B. 5,2,1,3,4 
C. 4,2,3,1,5 
D. 2,1,3,5,4 
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E. 5,3,2,1,4 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 147 
You suspect you are having encryption problems with an IKE VPN. Which commands 
will allow you to see failed encryption attempts ? 

A. get counter screen &lt;zone&gt; 
B. get counter statistics interface &lt;name&gt;  
C. get counter flow interface &lt;name&gt; 
D. get counter policy &lt;policy number&gt; 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 148 
What are the minimum configuration requirements for configuring a NetScreen device for 
administrative access ? (select the best two (2) answers) 

A. Adding routes 
B. Policies 
C. Creating an administrator 
D. SNMP configuration 
E. Interface addressing 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 149 
Click the Exhibit button. Refer to the exhibit. Which statement can be verified from the 
debug output? 
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A. Interface-based translation is occurring 
B. Traffic is destined for the root virtual system 
C. The matched policy is from a custom zone to a system-defined zone 
D. Traffic is destined for virtual systemCustA 
E. Traffic is arriving from virtual systemCustA 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 150 

As a member of a VSD group, a device may be in which two (2) of the following states?
 

A. Main 
B. Init 
C. Booting 
D. Inactive  
E. Backup 

Answer: B, E 
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